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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Some of the statements contained in this presentation are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking
statements are not historical facts and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties beyond the
Company's control, including, but not exclusively, statements regarding potential mineralization, exploration
results, completion of work program and studies, and future plans and objectives of the Company. Resource
exploration, development and operations are highly speculative, characterized by a number of significant
risks, which even a combination of careful evaluation, experience and knowledge may not eliminate,
including, among other things, unprofitable efforts resulting not only from the failure to discover mineral
resources but from finding mineral deposits which, though present, are insufficient in quantity and quality to
return a profit from production. This presentation does not constitute an offer of the securities described
herein.
Jason Weber, P.Geo., is the Company’s Qualified Person as defined under National Instrument 43-101. He is
responsible for the technical disclosure in this document.
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Summary
1. Novel gold occurrence - likely
unrecognized as a viable gold deposit model
Strong evidence for gold-petroleum association in
sandstone.

2. Charlene Mine - family operated gold
mine - 150 m of workings
Free gold obtained by crushing the friable host
sandstone and sluicing free gold.

3. Potential may be greater than just the
Charlene Mine
Preliminary soil geochemical surveys and 1980s
vintage conventional rotary drilling indicate gold
over a larger area.
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Twin Canyon Overview
Sandstone-hosted gold prospect in southwest Colorado, approximately 20 km from the town of Mancos
Road-accessible
- hosts a series of underground workings (Charlene Mine) that date back to the 1980s and 1990s

Native gold is hosted within the bleached and altered, bitumen-spotted Junction Creek Sandstone with minor limonite after pyrite
Mineralization is found within the crest of an anticlinal structure capped by overlying sandstones and shales of the Morrison Fm.
Sampling of the underground workings of the Charlene Mine (approximately 150 metres in total) has yielded gold values from grab
samples ranging from 0.1 to 15.77 g/t gold.
- Channel samples of the workings from a 1986 program report results ranging from 0.1 to 8.1 g/t gold over a 3 m sample.
- Numerous multigram gold results are noted from samples ranging from 1.5 to 9.1 m in length but have not been fully verified and must be considered
historic

14 historic conventional rotary drillholes from the 1980s - all intersected anomalous gold mineralization
Alteration of the sandstone is the result of acidic fluids that have altered feldspars to clay and created secondary porosity within the
unit through the removal of matrix cement
Controls on mineralization are poorly understood
- May be a structural control to gold mineralization

Gold is preferentially associated with bitumen
- Lack of high temperature alteration typical of gold systems suggests gold mineralization may be related to an oxidized petroleum system
Limited soil geochemical sampling from 2017 highlighted that anomalous gold-in-soil values are found along 400 metres of strike in
both directions of the Charlene Mine, within the Junction Creek Sandstone.
- 2020 soils expansion indicates gold mineralization is more widespread than the mine itself, highlighting over 3000 metres of strike in the

Junction Creek Sandstone
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Twin Canyon Location – SW Colorado
›
›

Located in the past – producing La Plata District of SW Colorado
Approximately 14 km ENE from the town of Mancos

Colorado

Twin Canyon Prospect,
southwest Colorado.

Twin Canyon

Mancos
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Twin Canyon Property – Infrastructure

Twin Canyon Property

County Rd 316
(access route)
US Highway 160
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View looking northeast

Twin Canyon Claims
› Alianza has expanded the property
position to over 450 Hectares

Alianza Minerals Ltd

Twin Canyon Property
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La Plata & Montezuma
Counties, CO
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Twin Canyon Geology
Km
Kd
Jm
Jjc
Jw
Je
JTrd
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Gold mineralization at Twin Canyon is hosted
within bleached, friable sandstone of the
Junction Creek formation
Gold occurs within an anticline in the upper
portion of the Junction Creek unit, under a cap of
Morrison Formation sandstones and shale
Lower sandstone units including the Entrada are
also prospective
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Twin Canyon 2020 BLEG Gold Soil Geochem
Sampling by Alianza in 2020 focused on
the Junction Creek sandstone contact

0.208 g/t Au
(grab)

Expanded soil
geochemical
anomalies

Charlene Mine

0.148 g/t Au
(grab)
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0.587 g/t Au
(grab)

0.194 g/t Au
(grab)

• confirmed the historic work over Anomaly A
• defines a 20 – 460 ppb gold anomaly
measuring over 1,900 m long by 100 m
wide.

Prospecting discovered bitumen spotted
sandstone that returned 208 ppb gold
Follow-up BLEG soil sample survey
defined a further 800m by 300m area of
anomalous gold in soils along the
eastern extension of the Junction Creek
Sandstone
Further anomalous regional
reconnaissance BLEG soil samples
require follow-up definition sampling
and prospecting
Over 3000m of anomalous Junction
Creek sandstone defined!
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Twin Canyon – Past-Producing Charlene Mine
150 meters of underground workings on two levels (lower level has
collapsed)
Areas with higher concentrations of bitumen spotting and
manganese oxides targeted for processing
Mined material broken and crushed then gold recovered by gravity
separation
Several thousand ounces of gold reportedly mined from the late
1980’s to 1990’s
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Twin Canyon Charlene Mine Mineralization

Highlighted results >2 g/t Au

Grab samples range from 0.1 to 15.77 g/t
gold
Channel samples range from 0.1 to 8.1
g/t gold over 3m*

Underground grab samples in black and channel samples in blue*
Mineralization consists of a combination of bitumen, limonitic, or manganese spotted or fracturecontrolled Junction Creek friable sandstones
ANZ:TSX-V

*channel samples are of a historic nature and the necessary work to validate the results have not been undertaken
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Twin Canyon Mineralization Styles
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Iron oxides after pyrite and organic carbon (bitumen after petroleum) as
disseminations, concentrated blebs and fracture-controlled seams
Alteration of feldspars to kaolinite and dissolution of matrix cements in
sandstone creating porosity
All features consistent with an acidic petroleum forming basin fluid
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Twin Canyon Structural Controls

A

A
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Higher gold assays appear to be related to a NE striking east dipping set of fractures with bitumen coatings
and associated disseminations, roughly orthogonal to the axis of the anticline
Weaker gold mineralization is associated with resistant fractures with dark brown limonite with a similar
orientation
No pathfinder elements such as; As, Sb, Hg, Bi, Te, Mo, Pb, Zn, Cu are associated with Au mineralization
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Twin Canyon Mineralogy
Gold occurs as native gold grains and
wires
Gold occurs within pore spaces
between quartz grains of sandstone
Kaolinite is a common alteration
mineral indicating alteration of
feldspars within the sandstone creating
additional pore space and enhancing
permeability
Iron oxides after pyrite and organic
carbon (bitumen after petroleum) is
also common along with manganese
oxides and barite
All features consistent with an
acidic petroleum forming basin fluid
ANZ:TSX-V

Gold grain in pore with organic
carbon, Fe oxides and kaolinite

Gold grain with manganese, barite,
kaolinite and organic carbon in a pore

Gold grain in sandstone pore with
kaolinite, iron and manganese
oxides

Gold grain and wire in pore with
organic carbon and kaolinite
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Twin Canyon Drilling Results
14 holes drilled by Kennecott in 1988
– 2 core and 12 conventional rotary
Some angled holes, but majority
vertical
Holes drilled through the Junction
Creek Sandstone to the underlying
Wanakah Fm.
Iron oxides after pyrite and organic
carbon (bitumen after petroleum) is
also common along with manganese
oxides and barite
All features consistent with an
acidic petroleum forming basin
fluid
ANZ:TSX-V
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Twin Canyon Significant Drilling Results
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Hole ID

From (m)

To (m)

Interval (m)

Au (g/t)

TC-1

143.0

164.6

21.6

0.172

TC-1

185.3

217.0

31.7

0.125

TC-2

23.5

30.8

7.3

0.250

TC-3

132.6

138.7

6.1

0.281

TC-4

16.8

21.3

4.6

0.125

TC-4

27.4

53.3

25.9

0.203

TC-4A

19.8

54.9

35.1

0.172

TC-6

10.7

51.8

41.1

0.125

TC-7

36.6

48.8

12.2

0.266

TC-7

61.0

71.6

10.7

0.391

TC-8A

21.3

30.5

9.1

0.219

TC-9

73.2

82.3

9.1

0.625

TC-10

94.5

103.6

9.1

0.188

TC-11

12.2

24.4

12.2

0.313

TC-12

152.4

169.2

16.8

0.313

Majority of holes by
conventional rotary
methods
Most holes were only
partially sampled
30 gram fire assays
may under-represent
the fine, but nuggety
nature of the gold
Historic drilling is
indicative of a robust
gold system but likely
not representative of
its full potential
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Twin Canyon Metallurgy
Limited cyanide bottle roll test work carried out in 1988
94.6% recovery after 96 hours
Majority of gold recovered rapidly within 48 hours (90.3%)
Low reagent requirements with 0.10 lb/ton cyanide consumption and 2.8 lb/ton lime addition
Sample feed size was 90% passing 10 mesh (2 mm). Finer grinding did not improve results and is not
required
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Twin Canyon Exploration Potential
A

A’

A’

A

Porous, friable, permeable sandstones within a regional favourable anticlinal trap setting
Capped by less permeable and porous units such as the Morrison shales
Potentially important secondary structural controls such as NE extensional features
2020 soil program has confirmed this potential from the Charlene Mine to the east and west
ANZ:TSX-V
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Next Steps

Final drill target definition

Permitting underway for 2021 drill
program
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Contact Us
Jason Weber, P.Geo. - President and CEO
Rob Duncan, M.Sc. – VP Exploration
Sandrine Lam - Investor Relations
Suite 410 – 325 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 1Z7
(604) 687-3520
www.alianzaminerals.com

@AlianzaMinerals

https://www.facebook.com/alianzaminerals/

https://www.youtube.com/user/TarsisResourcesLtd/featured

https://www.linkedin.com/company/alianza-minerals-ltd/
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